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BAGS&POUCHES: Diving into the flexible packaging market

ence, produced by Packaging Strategies, said, “Gradual tran-

sition is not a bad thing.”

Dennis Calamusa, president of AlliedFlex Technologies, 

in a speech about the global marketplace, added that: “We 

need to have a gradual trip to the future so everyone will do 

it the right way.”

More than 150bn stand-up pouches were consumed in 

2013 according to Schönwald, which is small in comparison to 

the 450bn cartons of milk that Tetra Pak produces each year. 

The good news is that there is plenty of room to grow. 

Speakers at the meeting—the first of its kind on the West 

Coast—demonstrated that innovation is very much alive in 

materials, construction, and value-added features.

On the not so positive side, however, there are concerns 

about pouches’ recyclability since most end up in landfills. 

A compostable bag or pouch pretty much remains a goal, al-

though biopolymer materials are gaining traction.

VALUE-ADDED
Mentioned by several speakers was the concept of value-

added. “They key to value creation is from the consumer per-

spective,” said Dave Lundahl, CEO of the InsightsNow con-

sultancy. “Products need to be relevant.”

Lundahl went on to say that relevancy can be a movable 

target, depending on consumer behavior. And they often 

don’t spend a lot of time thinking about it. “We must make it 

easy for consumers who are thinking fast to choose,” he said.

One example of how a very traditional company can be 

leader in value-add is Sargento Foods, the United States’ larg-

est maker of sliced packaged cheese. Karl Linck, VP of en-

gineering at Sargento for many years, talked about how the 

Wisconsin company has been a pioneer in the use of press-

to-close and zipper seals on its flexible packaging.

In 1955, it was the first to vacuum-pack its cheese and 

then went on to help develop a flexible film suitable for cheese 

packaging. It also introduced the first flexible bags for shred-

ded cheese to hang on a peg bar and is working on a new 

gusseted, shelf-ready pouch.

“We find flexible having the following benefits for Sargen-

to,” he said. “The best cost, great barrier properties, good seal-

ant characteristics, and the ability to carry excellent graphics.”

In another example of value-add, Sonoco Products Co. 

Marketing Director Pete Gioldasis talked about how adding 

features to a pouch can be a win-win. They can make it more 

convenient for the customer and in turn increase the profit 

margin for the manufacturer. “You can offer a high price be-


















